Medicine, Health & Life Sciences

Top-ranked journals • Peer-reviewed • International scope • Respected, relevant, and authoritative

The SAGE Journals medicine, health, and life sciences portfolio includes nearly 400 journals spanning cardiology, health management, medical law and ethics, mental health, neurology, nursing, public health, oncology, sports medicine, palliative medicine, pediatrics, pharmacology, psychology, and more.

Whether your library needs the full, interdisciplinary collection dating back to volume 1, issue 1, or a specific, focused collection targeted to your researchers’ interests, SAGE can help you build the perfect fit.

HIGHLY RANKED JOURNALS IN THEIR CATEGORIES*

Impact Factor* 6.057
Orthopedics 1 out of 77; Sport Sciences 4 out of 81

Impact Factor* 2.651
Nursing (SSCI) 3 out of 115; Nursing (SCI) 3 out of 118

Impact Factor* 5.380
Dentistry, Oral Surgery & Medicine 2 out of 91

Impact Factor* 4.711
Rehabilitation (SCI) 1 out of 65

Impact Factor* 2.657
Integrative & Complementary Medicine 5 out of 27

Impact Factor* 6.045
Hematology 9 out of 71

Impact Factor* 2.885
Cell & Tissue Engineering 16 out of 24

Impact Factor* 3.012
Medical Informatics 5 out of 25

*Source: Journal Citation Reports®, 2018 release, a Clarivate Analytics product

sagepub.com/stm-collection
Subscription to SAGE Journals includes:

- Complimentary access back to 1999, where available, while a current subscription is maintained
- Backfile purchase options to extend coverage back to volume 1, issue 1
- COUNTER-4 compliant usage statistics
- Journal-level Impact Factor details and article-level citation and social data via Altmetrics
- Discoverability in all major services with weekly ERM feeds
- Dedicated customer support
- Training and usage driving materials
- **SAGE openaccess**
  Free access to corresponding SAGE Open Access titles integrated in ERM feeds and results lists

### Collections for every level of coverage

**Health Sciences Package**
- **FF** 396 journals (52% indexed in the JCR*)
  - Including 144 OA journals
- **BF** 186 journals

**Neurology Collection**
- **FF** 46 journals (54% indexed in the JCR*)
  - Including 22 OA journals
- **BF** 18 journals

**Pharmacology & Biomedical Collection**
- **FF** 92 journals (57% indexed in the JCR*)
  - Including 39 OA journals
- **BF** 46 journals

**Clinical Medicine Package**
- **FF** 276 journals (49% indexed in the JCR*)
  - Including 106 OA journals
- **BF** 119 journals

**Nursing & Public Health Collection**
- **FF** 95 journals (61% indexed in the JCR*)
  - Including 19 OA journals
- **BF** 54 journals

**Psychology Collection**
- **FF** 96 journals (80% indexed in the JCR*)
  - Including 7 OA journals
- **BF** 73 journals

**Cardiology & Cardiovascular Medicine Collection**
- **FF** 52 journals (52% indexed in the JCR*)
  - Including 21 OA journals
- **BF** 23 journals

**Oncology Collection**
- **FF** 44 journals (50% indexed in the JCR*)
  - Including 22 OA journals
- **BF** 19 journals

**Research Methods Collection**
- **FF** 32 journals (80% indexed in the JCR*)
  - Including 3 OA journals
- **BF** 16 journals

**Health Practices & Services Collection**
- **FF** 61 journals (39% indexed in the JCR*)
  - Including 20 OA journals
- **BF** 31 journals

**Orthopaedics & Sports Medicine Collection**
- **FF** 35 journals (42% indexed in the JCR*)
  - Including 17 OA journals
- **BF** 10 journals

**Royal Society of Medicine Collection**
- **FF** 28 journals (50% indexed in the JCR*)
  - Including 3 OA journals
- **BF** 23 journals

**Medico-Legal Collection**
- **FF** 14 journals (46% indexed in the JCR*)
  - Including 1 OA journal
- **BF** 10 journals

**Palliative Medicine & Chronic Care Collection**
- **FF** 45 journals (51% indexed in the JCR*)
  - Including 18 OA journals
- **BF** 19 journals

**Mental Health Collection**
- **FF** 50 journals (69% indexed in the JCR*)
  - Including 13 OA journals
- **BF** 27 journals

**Pediatrics Collection**
- **FF** 38 journals (51% indexed in the JCR*)
  - Including 18 OA journals
- **BF** 14 journals

*Source: Journal Citation Reports®, 2018 release, a Clarivate Analytics product; Open Access titles not calculated.
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For more information, please email us at librarymktg@sagepub.com